
10 DIFFERENT TYPES OF WALLETS

1 BIFOLD WALLETS

2
TRIFOLD WALLETS

3 SLIMS & HYBRID SLIMS

4
MONEY CLIP WALLETS

5 FRONT POCKET WALLETS

6
CHECKBOOK WALLETS

7 COIN & CARD HOLDERS

8
TRAVEL WALLETS

9 CHAIN WALLETS

10
LONG WALLETS
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Stereotypical "wallet".
Simple, versatile, and 
comfortable.
A.K.A Bilfold or Billfold wallets.
One of the oldest wallet design  
structures.
Slimmest kind of wallet with the  
exception of Slim Wallets.
May bloat.
Known for its bum-bulging 
experience.

Designed to be slim.
Designed to fit the cut of rounded 
front pockets.
Stowed in front pockets.
Most designs do not distort front 
pockets and look seamless & sleek.
Few slots to carry cash and cards.
Cannot carry coins on most 
occasions.
Allows you to sit down comfortably.
No bulging, guaranteed. 

Designed to securely carry checkbooks 
along with cash, cards & coins.
A.K.A Breast Pocket Wallets.
Are rectangularly long.
Some designs have slots for storing 
smartphones.
Originally crafted for Travelers. 
Makes for a generous gift.
Are usually handmade & handcrafted.
Stowed in breast pockets, inner pockets 
of suits, coats, & jackets.
Highly capacious.

Made for travelers.
A subspecies of Long wallets.
Longer & Larger in design.
Comes with monstrous storage 
capacities.
Stores passports, travel documents, 
multiple currencies, cards, etc.
Some come with zippered 
compartments.
Some come in the form of belts or 
neck wallets too.
A Travel wallet on standby is a good 
idea.

Longer than basic, standard  
wallets.
Rectangularly Lengthier.
Promoted as premium fashion 
accessories.
Usually Handcrafted.
Checkbook wallets, Travel wallets, 
Breast Pocket wallets, Chain wallets 
are subspecies of Long Wallets.
Fits comfortably in the breast 
pocket of suits, jackets, and coats.
High carrying capacity.
Elegant & classy looks.
Owning one is a must.

Made to carry coins and cards with 
some cash.
Mostly used in countries where a lot of 
currency is denominated in Coins, like 
Japan.
Most have zippered 1+ compartment(s) 
or pouch(s).
Some designs are used as "slim" 
wallets.
Often bulky.
Some are designed as keychains.
On occasions, these make ching-ching 
noises.

Comes with Chain attached to the 
wallet.
The chain is connected to 1 or 2 corners 
of the wallet.
The chain keeps the wallet secured & 
bound to you.
A.K.A Biker Wallets.
Subspecies of Long wallets.
Rectangularly longer.
Slimmer than breast pocket wallets or 
travel wallets.
Mainstream Biker fashion accessory.

Extremely minimalist in design.
Widely used, comfortable & simple
Originated from draft organizers & 
paperclips.
Great for frugalistas and/or stoics.
Barebones design.
Secures cash using a paper-clip like 
metal hasp.
Made from various materials like metal & 
paper.
Some designs sports slots for cards, 
others do not.
Will not create a bum-bulge.

Slim wallets have been around 
for 10+ years.
Usually flat and low profile.
Slim by design.
Hybrids offer mixtures of 2+ 
materials. Like metal + leather 
with RFID/NFC blocking.
Slimmest kind of wallet.
Few slots for cash and cards.
Cannot carry coins on most 
occasions.
Great "newbie" wallets.

Similar to the Bifold or Bilfold 
wallets.
Has an additional "flap" as 
compared to Bifold wallets.
Not as convenient as Bifold 
wallets or others.
Is very capacious.
Offers better Organization for 
your cash, cards, and coins.
Mostly will become bloated.
Known for its bum-bulging 
experience.

We hope this infographic was informative and was of help to you. 

At BuyWalletsOnline.com, we love wallets and this is why we sell 

great wallets at good prices. We ship worldwide. 
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